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1. Review the slideshow about lighting under the GEAR link at www.videoKids.me 
If you do not understand any of the slides, please be sure to ask Mr. B.

2. Watch any THREE of the following short videos about the 2019 camera choices:

A. Best Budget Lighting Kit for YouTube:  https://youtu.be/TiAsjx5j7GA

B. Best Softbox Lighting Kits 2021  https://youtu.be/1DNw-HnTHJE
C. Complete Video Light Kit for $150 and How to Use It:

https://youtu.be/hpBH2z8QtZw

D. Best Video Lighting Kit? — Fovitec StudioPRO Bi Color LED Panels Review 
https://youtu.be/NoSuiYHnqok

E. Best Video Lighting Kit for YouTube (Price Drop!):

https://youtu.be/vmXQHF7_QLo

F. Best Video Lighting for YouTube (on all Budgets!):

https://youtu.be/pFg4jLfaVe0

3. Write a 3-Part short report recommending a camera for Video Production class

A. Introduction:  (1).  Thesis Sentence (purpose of project), (2).  How much you 
recommend spending, and (3).  What you will consider when identifying a 
lighting kits

B. Paragraph 2:  (1).  Your top choice, (2).  Why you recommend it (3).  What it 
will cost

C. Paragraph 3:  (1).  Your second choice, (2).  Why you recommend it as an 
alternative, and (3).  What it will cost

D. Summary:  A PERSUASIVE reason to buy this camera (2 or 3 sentences) 
HINT:  It will be easiest to restate the purpose of buying a lighting kit and then 
how your choice will help achieve those goals).

Grading Rubric: 

• A = Camera recommendations both are reasonable

and capable of meeting the purpose of this purchase.

Short explanations (paragraphs 2 & 3) explain and

highlight each choice, ranking them 1 & 2.  Summary

makes it clear why you recommend these choices.

Project is fully presented to the class.

• B = 3 of above 4

• C = 2 of above 4

• D = 1 of above – PLEASE RESUBMIT

• F = 0 of 0 – PLEASE RESUBMIT
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